
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

SUMMER WEIGHT SIZE CHART 
Note: Print This Document 

Do Not Place Hand on Monitor for fitting 
 

Most people have a fair idea of their hand size from purchasing other gloves over the years. If you have an idea 
that you use an X large for instance ,however you know that you have a large muscular hand, then go up a half size based 
on that experience. If you know that an x Large is usually a little big because you have a smaller hand structure, then go 
down 1/2 size.  

If you order a glove and it isn't just right for you, simply return it in as new condition, and I will send the corrected 
size. I want happy customers out there and will work with you to make it right. Please try my gloves, I am sure you will be 
very happy with them from both a wear and performance stand point.  

Here is a sizing chart, if it measures 5 ¼  inches from A to B then the chart should get you very close. 
You must still use your judgement based on your experience and knowledge of your own hands. You can also call me if 
you like to discuss the sizing. 
 One last point, there is a ½ size difference between the Summer Weight and Standard Weight Glove. So in most 
instances you should order the Standard weight ½ size larger than the Summer weight that fits you, and visa versa, if 
you are wearing the Standard weight order ½ size smaller when ordering the Summer Weight. Order Winter Weight a full 
sife larger than what you would normally wear 
Thanks for writing. Shoot Well and be Safe.    
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